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What if I told you, it's possible to revitalise a road at half the cost of
a new road. Seems impossible, right? What if I also told you it
would take less than a third of the original time frame, AND reduce
green house gas emissions by more than 50% when compared with
traditional methods?! 
The team at Stabilised Pavement of Australia originated at
Somersby in 1984 and have been doing this since their inception!
They call the Coast their home and have since grown to national
business with offices overseas as well. Recently, they completed a
project in Canberra which the above figures are from. Let's take a
closer look...
Northbourne Ave in Canberra was set to be revitalised using
traditional methods of road resurfacing. This method would take
26 weeks to complete, and emit over 1800 tonnes of greenhouse
gas emissions. Stabilised Pavements of Australia have developed
an innovative pavement recycling technique called Foamed
Asphalt. This technique has lower greenhouse gas emissions,
recycles the existing road in situ, has the same lifespan and
performance of a traditional road AND cost less money to build! 
If we could apply this technology to all roads in Australia, think of
the economical and environmental benefit! 
"It’s not often you see a sustainability story with such huge - real -
triple bottom line benefits as SPA achieves with their road recycling
technology” ~ Bruce Cottrill, CCSA President
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https://www.stabilisedpavements.com.au/


  

The Central Coast Food Alliance (CCFA) fosters the
development of a thriving food, agriculture and beverage
industry on the Coast. The Alliance enables collaboration
between businesses, builds capability and provides
resources for the industry to thrive, ensuring businesses
grow and develop. 
One project that the Alliance has been a facilitator of is the
treatment of wastewater. Food processing generates a
significant amount of wastewater which contains
suspended solids, fats, oils and other nutrients. This water
must be treated and disposed of using method that meet
the ever increasing stringent environmental conditions.
Current treatment processes utilise aerobic
microorganisms to break down the nutrients in the water
which involves feeding ambient air into the treatment tank.
This uses large amounts of energy which increase business
costs. 
CCFA have collaborated with the University of Newcastle,
Bioaction and  Food Innovation Australia Limited to
investigate the use of Nanobubble technology to challenge
traditional wastewater treatment methods. The
Nanobubble technology improves the treatment efficiency
with lower costs to the business and delivers greater
environmental compliance. The project is still being trialed
and tested with hopes that a commercially viable  model
can be rolled out across the food manufacturing sector. 
It's fantastic to see such great sustainable initiatives driven
by the CCFA. If you would like more information on this
project, please contact Alex Blow at CCFA. 

   Associates who can contribute time to develop
projects
 Partners who can contribute money and
oversight of projects, and 
 Sponsors who provide funding and brand
association to underpin the organisation and
projects.

As the Association is essentially a group of business
owners/executives who are keen to work together to
develop projects, we have adopted a Partnership
program rather than simple membership. We felt that
“Partners” is a more involved/engaged descriptor
therefore of more value for brand association. 
There are 3 paths for Partners to engage with the
association: 

1.

2.

3.

The updated website has more details of what it
means to be Associates or Partners, and you can now
formalise your relationship with the Association
through the website. We look forward to getting
everyone on board to finally make this Association
truly sustainable, tackle more sophisticated projects
and complete them faster than we can currently
relying on the efforts of volunteers.

July is the month of Plastic Free July where you can
choose to refuse single use plastics! Whether you're a
business or an individual, you can get involved.
Throughout the month of July, the Association will be
posting regular plastic free tips across our social
media channels. 
We will be posting everything from household tips, to
business tips! Anything in particular you would like to
see? Get in touch to let us know! 

Plastic Free July
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Partnerships now available Wastewater Treatment Set For a

Makeover!

Do you have a project you want featured? Get in contact
with us to chat about it! We're also looking for future
projects to facilitate. So get those thinking caps on! We
currently have a Built Environment project that we're
working on getting off the ground, so stay tuned for
updates on that!

https://centralcoastfoodalliance.com.au/
https://www.ccsustainability.com.au/
https://www.plasticfreejuly.org/
https://linktr.ee/CCsustainabilityassociation
https://linktr.ee/CCsustainabilityassociation

